Heart Person

You will need:







Heart template
2 sheets of coloured paper of your choice.
Scissors (Child friendly if possible)
Glue stick and/or PVA glue
Google eyes
Coloured markers

Step 1:

Load the printer with the coloured paper that you would like your heart to be
and print out the heart template onto this paper. If you do not have a printer,

you can place the coloured paper over your computer screen and trace
around the heart template.
Step 2:

Once you have printed out the heart template or drawn it out, using a pair of
child friendly scissors, cut around the heart template. You may need an adult
to help you out with this step, especially if you do not have child friendly
scissors at home.
Step 3:

Cut out 4 strips from the second piece of paper. These strips of paper will be
used to make the hands and legs of the heart person. You can use whatever
coloured paper you like.
Step 4:

Fold the four strips of paper in an accordion pleat.
Step 5:

Glue the folded strips of paper onto the heart person using a glue stick.
Step 6:

Glue the googly eyes onto the heart person using either a glue stick or PVA
glue if the glue stick doesn’t hold the eyes on. If you do not have googly eyes
at home and are unable to get any you can use a coloured marker to draw
the eyes on.
Step 7:

Cut out a semicircle or watermelon shape for the mouth and glue this on
using a glue stick.
Step 8:

Using the remaining coloured paper, cut out 4 small heart shapes to stick
onto the hand and legs to make the arms and feet.
We’d love to see your creations. Don’t forget to share any photos you take of
your creations with us and tag us in @allheartaus.

Instagram: @allheartaus
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/allheartaus/

